Digital Human
Best Practices

Digital humans | Introduction
Often referred to as avatars, artificial humans, or even virtual assistants,
digital humans are AI-powered lifelike beings that look, sound and interact
like real people.
Accessible 24-7-365 and fluent in over 70 languages, digital humans add
empathy, compassion, engagement and a personality to any experience.
Powered by conversational AI from Google, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM and
other global tech leaders, digital humans are revolutionizing how we
interface with brands, educators, healthcare workers, financial experts
and other professions on a daily basis.
We’ve created this ebook as a best practice guide to build amazing and
engaging digital human experiences. Of course, best practices are always
evolving, so we’d love to hear from you and what you’ve learned in your
own journey. As always, visit us at www.digitalhumans.com for more
information and connect with us on social media.

Conversational AI is a journey,
not a destination
Whether you are creating a virtual product expert, automating a complex
financial form or introducing a virtual life health coach, it’s vital to the
project’s success that you take into consideration each of the pillars
we’ve outlined in this ebook.
“Be very clear in what you want to achieve from this digital human –
because the potential is limitless.”
Shashank Shekhar, CEO of Arcus Lending

We suggest that as you go through this ebook, take some notes, jot down
some questions and let us assist you in your journey. Our conversational
AI specialists are eager to connect and help you implement best practices
at each step.
So in line with that, let’s jump in a get started. The four pillars of an
amazing digital human experience include both digital and tech
imperatives, as well as highlighting the need for conversation, interaction
and fun.

The four pillars of an amazing
digital human experience

1.

Personality code
Create a personality and
experience that engages
your audience.

2.

Design for
conversations
Focus on interactions,
not transactions.

3.

Multimodal UX
Build an experience with the
power of visual and voice
interaction.

4.

Personalization
Make it relevant, make it
seamless, make it personal.

Pillar 1 | Personality code
Embody your brand
Your customers love and trust you because your brand, your story and your tone of voice is aligned
to their personal values. Make sure all those things come through in your digital human experience
design.

Know your audience
Understanding your audience and targeted personas will help to confirm specific details in the
conversational tone. For example, a healthcare digital human should focus less on using humor and
witty replies, and instead focus on establishing credibility, nurturing and building trust.

Train for emotional connection
Personality is more about expressions and non-verbal cues than it is about the words. Your digital
humans’ differentiation is about bringing a personality to an experience and doing it better than any
other alternative. Use this to your advantage.

Create moments
If a smile was currency, how would you make the experience as lucrative as possible? Put a smile
on users’ faces by delighting them and surprising them. Make solving their problems fun.

82%
… of customers say they want
more human interaction as
automated technologies
continue to proliferate.

Pillar 2 | Design for conversations
Knowing just 2,000 words
covers 96% of informal speech

Great conversation design begins with role play
As you begin to think through your conversational design, and especially if you are evolving a
chatbot into a digital human experience, review and role play how key interactions should make
you feel. Written content is not always appropriate for spoken performance; using simple
sentences and amending scripts to be suitable ‘for the ear’ is key. Role playing and documenting
your own expressions and sentiment throughout the conversation will help guide the inputs and
identify any content that is difficult to perform and mis-aligns with the desired user experience.

Guiding the conversation
Similar to the customer journey for your website (maybe even in parallel), it’s vital you continue
to guide the user through a conversation. The good news is that a digital human, unlike a chatbot
or even voice assistant, is more helpful to guide the user mainly due to the fact that it’s not just
command driven.

Small talk versus on-topic conversation

But only 80% of written text.

As you design the conversational path and role play through the emotional impact, also keep in
mind the ability to include small talk. There are several great small talk conversational engines
out there including Blenderbot or even GPT-3. The digital human advantage here is the ability to
plug into many different “brains” or natural language processing engines, and layer the
experience with highly curated content. So while GPT-3 is guiding small talk, Watson (or any
other NLP) is the foundation for your guided or on-topic conversation.

Pillar 3 | Multimodal UX
Preparing for the next web experience
As Web 4.0 “the symbiotic web” continues to develop, early signs show it will be about a linked web
experience that communicates with us, like we communicate with each other. While Web 5.0 “the
emotional web” will create an entirely new human to machine experience. Aspects of these trends can be
used today by pairing a digital human with an interactive user interface.

Use UI to your advantage
Unlike the human face, your digital human is a multimodal digital interface. Consider the use of speech, onscreen displays, image and video content, interactive elements, and escalation features all as tools to
create a balanced and versatile experience. A great example of this is the ability to walk a user through a
home loan application, all while answering the user’s questions throughout the process.

Stage and test the journey
Whether it’s escalating to a human, sending the user an email, creating an account for them or helping
them fill out a form, plan the many ways your digital human conversations can end. You can then work
backwards to find the many ways your users will get there. Iterate on your journey with A/B testing to help
smooth over tricky interactions and provide an optimized experience for the end user.

Environmental restraints
Consider the environment in which your users will interact. There may be design and deployment
considerations for certain situations including, environments that are too loud, lack the necessary privacy
or have poor internet connection, for example.

49%
… of consumers say the best
thing brands can do to improve
CX is integrate physical and
digital channels.

Pillar 4 | Personalization
Make it relevant and personal
Bring end-user data into the conversation by connecting your mailing list, CRM or customer database to
our digital human platform. With the volume of user data available at your fingertips, there are plenty of
opportunities to create value through the use of analytics and user preferences. A virtual barista could
easily learn and recommend your favorite drink, or a virtual product genius would already know which
brands you prefer.

Value-add integrations
UneeQ digital humans integrate into a number of third-party services, such as translation tools, real-time
data-driven APIs and knowledge bases that enhance your capabilities at scale. Consider which your users
would find most valuable depending on your use case.

99%
...of marketers say
personalization has improved
their customer relationships.

Manage latency through optimization
The quality of your technical implementation is imperative to ensure the experience is natural and
seamless. In the same way talking to a real human would be jarring if there were large delays, latency in
your digital human responses will create a difficult-to-navigate experience. Efficient NLP design and
technical architecture will ensure a seamless and humanlike interaction.

Analyze and craft performance
Add your favorite analytics platform or other behavior-tracking tools to capture user sessions, clicks and
utterances. Watch for opportunities to improve the digital human’s response in your NLP service and quash
any unmatched user questions.

The four pillars in practice
Meet Stella from Singtel
Asia’s leading telecommunications company
employs a UneeQ digital human to provide
personalized customer experiences.
Stella is the face of Singtel’s innovative 5G-powered,
unmanned retail stores, Unboxed and Unboxed Lite
(pictured). From here, she handles end-to-end
customer transactions using her deep product
knowledge and the most human of characteristics –
a friendly conversation and a warm smile.
Stella uses open-ended conversation to help
customers manage their phone plans or even buy a
new device, interacting in a personal way, using
natural language, a friendly tone of voice, facial
expressions and body language – as real people do.

1. Personality code
Even in unmanned stores, customers get a human
interaction

2. Design for conversation
Stella has all she needs to create engaging and useful
conversational interactions.

●

Stella is designed to represent the brand values and
personality of Singtel, so customers get to interact with
the brand, even without real human interaction.

●

She is able to hold end-to-end customer interactions
through the sophistication of her NLP, guiding the user
through journeys regarding their mobile plans.

●

She shows a range of “human” expressions that are
distinct to her personality, depending on the
conversations she’s having.

●

She can hold conversation on a range of “off topic”
subjects, including telling jokes or just engaging in
small talk.

3. Multimodal UX

4. Personalization

Stella makes communication easy.

Stella is equipped to succeed and constantly improve.

●

Users can see details of their plans on accompanying
screens so they have all they need and more to have a
fully engaging and informative conversation.

●

She is integrated across other technologies in the
Unboxed stores, for a seamless in-store retail
experience.

●

She is plugged in to Singtel databases, putting useful
account information at her virtual fingertips.

●

As a direct provider of customer interaction, she’s able
to collect valuable data to continue to improve and
personalize the customer experience.

●

Her kiosk technology is designed to provide seamless
conversation even in a busy store.

The four pillars in practice
Meet Nola from Noel Leeming
Nola is a digital human who works for Noel Leeming
– one of the largest retailers in Australasia.
She lives on a kiosk in store, as well as online where
she can chat to website visitors and answer their
questions through a chat interface.
In-store, she is a product genius and store concierge,
able to welcome shoppers, hold a friendly
conversation and guide them to the products they’re
looking to buy.
Nola is made for interactions, not just transactions.
She can tell jokes, pose for selfies or grab a human
store assistant when the customer is ready for the
next step.

1. Personality code
Nola creates memorable interactions, not just
transactions.
●

Beyond being useful, she has a range of ways to
engage, including taking a selfie or telling a few jokes.

●

She can show a range of empathetic and emotionally
engaging responses, like happiness, understanding
and excitement.

●

2. Design for conversation
Nola interacts on the users’ terms.
●

She speaks like a human – she has a Kiwi accent and
a fun personality which determines how she speaks.

●

She uses simple language and keeps her utterances as
short and concise as possible.

●

She can have conversations around specific events,
from small talk to talking tech and helping shoppers
find their way around the store. Whatever the user
wants, she’s ready to speak on their terms.

She was designed to represent Noel Leeming’s
team and audience – excited by tech.

3. Multimodal UX

4. Personalization

Nola lives digitally and in the physical world.

Nola is equipped to succeed and constantly improve.

●

As a concierge, she can escalate the customer service
conversation to a real person at certain points in the
conversation, or at the consumer’s request.

●

An omnichannel experience, she helps in-store
customers, as well as online shoppers.

●

She is plugged in to Noel Leeming data, and can give
specific answers as a product and store genius.

●

She lives in a busy store, so uses a screen and special
microphone to make sure she can hear and be seen and
heard, for a seamless conversation.

●

She provides analytics to the Noel Leeming team as both
a digital human and online chat assistant.

We’re here to help
Interested to learn more
about digital humans

Connect with one of
our AI Specialists for a demo

Today, great customer experiences are delivered
through people and technology. Learn how to
balance automation and human connection in our
latest eBook.

Our team is always on hand to talk through
these pillars, answer any questions you may have
around digital human technology,
or walk you through a demo.

We dive into how you can take your chatbot to the
next level, while improving the effectiveness of your
human resources – all with specific customer
experience challenges in mind.

Book a meeting with our AI Specialists and let’s
connect on how to bring your digital human to life.

READ NOW

CONNECT WITH US

